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DR. (MRS.) S.D. MALIK MAM
              Chairperson - 
     (RPM Group of School)
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I am thrilled to share  the 
outstanding result of our 
school's 100% success rate in 
the CBSE board exams. This 
is a remarkable achievement 
and I would like to extend my 

warmest congratulations to all of our 
students who have worked so hard to earn 
this achievement. As you move forward in 
your academic journey, I would like to 
remind you that this is just the beginning 
of a new phase in your life. You have the 
potential to achieve great things and make 
a positive impact on the world. My advice 
to you is to use your strengths and 
interests to shape your future and choose 
a career that aligns with your passions and 
values. Follow your dreams and pursue 
your goals with determination and 
perseverance, and success will surely 
follow.

DR. INDER MALIK SIR
(President)

TREASURE OF LOVE

                     
With this beautiful theme our school has conducted Special assembly of VIII 
class on 8th may' 23 in school auditorium. Respected Dr.Mahima Malik Ma’am 
graced the occassion with her presence. The assembly was started with 
welcome speech followed by Gayatri Mantra, Sarvadharm prayer 
and April month’s activities report. To put cherry on cake words of 
wisdom were shared by our guest of honor. Further energetic dance on  
Laughter yoga followed by heart touching skit on Mother's day was presented by 
students. Last but not the least ramp walk was done by parents and token of 
love was given to them by Dr. Mahima Malik Ma’am. The program was ended by 
Vote of thanks, gratitude song along with Shanti path.

Love planted a rose, and the world turned sweet."

Try to believe in yourself and strive hard;
 there are still many more milestones to come.

It is with great pleasure 
that I extend my warmest 
congratulations to all of 
you on your outstanding 
performance in the 

board exams. Your hard work and 
dedication have paid off in the form of 
exceptional results, and you should be 
proud of your achievements.This success is 
not just a testament to your individual 
capabilities, but also reects the excellent 
support and guidance provided by your 
teachers, parents, and well-wishers. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank them 
for their contributions in helping you reach 
this signicant milestone. As you move 
forward in your academic journey, I urge 
you to continue to pursue excellence and 
strive for continued success. Remember 
that success is not a destination but a 
journey, and it takes consistent effort and 
perseverance to maintain and improve upon 
your achievements. 

DR. R.P. MALIK SIR
Founder Chairperson
(RPM Group of School)



Total Students
Appeared 

104

Distinctions in
different subjects

90% & above in
different subjects

Students scored 90%
& Above aggregate

First Division in
different subjects

515

371 102

17

GEMS OF ST. L.P.S

URVASHI R                        (97%)                           

ARYAN JAIN                   (97%)                        

ARPIT GOENKA (94.6%)                         

ISHAAN NAUTIYAL (93.4%)

INVINCIBLE ACHIEVERS OF CLASS X

ZEALOUS INTELLECTS

You might have heard I have scored 97% in 10th 
Boards, but it is NEVER possible to achieve this 
without some special people. For me, they were 
obviously my parents, who continued with continued to 

help me no matter what. Next up are all the teachers who supported 
me in this grand endeavour and lastly thank you all for giving me 
your heartiest blessings and contributing to my success.

ARYAN JAIN
97%

PRARTHNA S       KHUSHI C          TANISHQ R           DIYA G             

MANAN B            JANKI J            SNEHAL G

      92.8%                 92.4%                  92.4%                 91.8%                 

91.8%                  91.2%               91.2%

DIVYANSHI T      

GURNOOR S       SHRUTI S          ANUSHKA B          PRINCE           

SAUMYA G

     91%                      

90.4%                 90.4%                 90%                     90%                   

90%         
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“Excellence is never an accident, it  is
always the result of high intention, 
direction and skillful execution.” 

90% & ABOVE 
IN AGGREGATE

Congratulations ! to all my dear students in 
your grand success as you move ahead to the 
next stage in this wonderful journey of 
academic pursuits. This exam may not be the 
biggest test of your life but with good grades 
you have proved that you are ready to take 
on life’s bigger challenges. Remember that the best 
students are not those who are the most intelligent, they 
are the ones who take advantage of their talents and 
work hard to surge ahead. My sincere greetings to 
dynamic hard working faculty who are involved in 
education to benet the students.  Its a proud moment 
for us by achieving continuous goal of providing an 
excellence in education. 

     Administrative Officer 
Mr. Satyam Malik



HINDI(95%) 
MATHS (97%)

I.T (99%),S.ST(99%) 

PRARTHNA 

HINDI(95%)

URVASHI 
S.ST(99%) 

SCIENCE(99%)

HINDI(95%) 

HINDI(95%)

ARPIT

ROARING VICTORIES

DISTINCTION IN 6 SUBJECTS

SPARKLING SPLENDORS

DISTINCTION IN 5 SUBJECTS

ANANYA      SHIVAM S    SHIVAM J    VARTIKA     VANSHIKA     SUDITI

KOMAL    GURNOOR K  KRISHNA P  NAMAN G    PRANCHI     LAVISHKA 

AMANVEER   DEVANSH        SAVIN          ATHARV        HIMANK         BHAVYA      MD. ZIDANE

ENGLISH(99%)

     ANANYA 
ARYAN 

DILIGENT SUBJECT TOPPER 

TINKU          VAIBHAV        DIVYAM         ISHANK         MOHIT          RANJAN        KHUSHI Y
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UNMATCHED BRILLIANCE

mentors, teachers and the parents. It is your motivation, 
undying support and dedication that has inspired the 
children to perform with excellence. You’ve proved that 
dedication and learning end at resulting in excellent 
outcomes. Best wishes for achieving the best place and all 
the best for your future endeavours. 

Success is the outcome of consistent 
efforts made day in and day out.

MRS. SUNITA DHINGRA
(VICE-PRINCIPAL)

Distinctions in
different subjects

First Division in
different subjects

Students scored 90%
& above in aggregate

90% & above in
different subjects

Total Students
Appeared 

113 152 32569 407

100% Scorer

HARSHI 
ACCOUNTANCY

SCIENCE HUMANITIESCOMMERCE

HARSHITA 
KAPOOR

HARSHI

97.5%

SIA SACHDEVA
97.5%

ANUSHKA 
UPADHYAY
96.75%

98.5%

PIYUSH
(96.25%)

ADITI 
(94%)

AKSHIT

(93.5%)

AAHAN 
(92.5%)

DAKSHITA 
(88.5%)

SAMEYA 
(85%)

PASSIONATE ACHIEVERS

HARSHITA             PIYUSH              
ANUSHKA           AAHAN               RISHI                VAIBHAV              SIA

ECO(99%)
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I.P.(97%) PAINTING (97%) B.ST(99%)

HARSHI                  RIYA                 SRISHTI              UJJWAL             AKSHIT                ADITI                NAVYA 

B.ST(99%) B.ST(99%)     ENGLISH(97%)            PHY.EDU(98%)         PHYSICS(95%)             PHYSICS(95%) APP.MATHS(88%)

SMASHING SUCCEEDERS-CLASS XII
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MRS. MEENU AGGARWAL
(SR. ACADEMIC HEAD)

PROUD PRODIGIES- 90% AND ABOVE AGGREGATE

AYUSH RIYA SNEHA TANYA DAKSH 
96%               95.75%          95.5%             95.5%            94.5%               

DISHA 
94%                

RISHI VAIBHAV 
94%                94%               

NAVYA J      
93.5%                       

ANSHUL MRIDUL ARUSH 
     93.5%          93.25%               93%              

K   

UJJWAL PARIDHI        BHUMI 
93%              92.75%          92.5%             

SANYA A         ATHARV HARDIK 
92.25%              91.75%          91.5 

%             

TANISHQ 
91%           

PRAYAG VIVEK VIDIT HIMANSHU           KARTIK
                               90.25% 
 

91%                   90.5%           90.5%          90.25%              

                                                      You fought battles, overcame obstacles.
                                                      You had a goal, gave it to your soul.
                                                      You worked hard, went to extra yard. 
                                                      You gave it your all, you stand tall.
Congratulations…. It feels great to be a part of this achievement. With 100% result St. Lawrence Senior 
Secondary School has set an excellent benchmark for the years to come! Our students have proved that 
the only thing that stands between them and their dreams is the will to try to make anything possible. I 
also extend congratulations to the team of dedicated teachers who had worked rigorously with the 
students and motivated them throughout the year. Always remember to target your goal and make your 
life worth appreciation. I wish best Fortune and Success in every domain of life.

I am overwhelmed to finally say that I have achieved my goals . I am extremely grateful to all my teachers 
without whom I wasn't able to achieve this. I would like to thank all my teachers for always being there for me. I 
would also like to Express my gratitude my parents for supporting me in my hard times. A special thanks to the 
almighty for always showering blessings on me.                            HARSHI (100% SCORER IN ACCOUNTANCY)

WORDS OF APPRECIATION
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DISTINCTION IN 6 SUBJECTS 

PIYUSH         AKSHIT           ADITI           ATHARV           VIVEK             SIA             SNEHA J 

TANYA          DAKSH          VAIBHAV       UJJWAL        PARIDHI         SANYA         HIMANSHU

PRIYANSHI     SANCHAY      KUNAL          FARAZ           ISHIKA         HARSHITA      AYUSH 

DISHA B          RISHI            NAVYA           BHUMI          GAGAN           AAHAN        HARSHI

BRIGHT EXEMPLARS

DISTINCTION IN 5 SUBJECTS 

SRISHTI     ZUBAIR     DAKSHITA   SAMEYA     ANSHUL    PRAYAG     APEKSHA    ARNAV     KANISHKA    RIYA

AASHIMA   ANUSHKA    MRIDUL     ARUSH       HARDIK    TANISHQ       VIDIT        GUNGUN    VANSH A    YASH B

DREAM HIGHER THAN THE SKY AND DEEPER THAN THE OCEAN!

I am extremely thrilled to say that I have been able to achieve my goals but all of this wouldn’t have been possible without  
the joint efforts of my school and the extremely diligent teachers who were always there for me and supported me 
throughout the school year. And obviously my family for the biggest contribution and I can’t  be thankful enough to them. 
And last but not the least the almighty for always showering his immense blessings on me.

TOPPER- COMMERCE STREAM

HARSHITA KAPOOR



INVESTITURE CEREMONY
Investiture Ceremony is an important event which gives 
a good start to the activities for the academic year. To 
follow the legacy, ST.LPS  had organised the Investiture 
Ceremony for the academic Session 2023-2024 on 4th 
MAY and it was graced by the presence of Respected Dr. 
MAHIMA MALIK MA’AM. The ceremony was to badge the 
leaders of this academic year who would be leading this 
year’s all the curricular and co-curricular activities and 
work with the team effort and bring out new and 
challenging events with all the success .

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Round 4 Round 5
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Written Exam

Debate

Personal
 Interview Voting

Talent Show
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